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Slightly strange thoughts under a saturated 
moon gypsy swing, Celtic stamp, romantic 
intentions...“Definitely Schrägged” was born out 
of weekly sessions held at the infamous Café 
Schräg in Vienna. The café is run by Reinhard, a 
definitely schrägged but extremely lovable rouge. 
His enthusiasm and love for the music fuelled the 
continuation of the weekly ramblings. The sessions 
started with just Gernot Feldner and Lionel wanting 
to have a place to get together and bang through 
some songs, simply for the fun of it. Café Schräg had 
a piano, one that was pulled from a garbage pile but 
hey ...After a few weeks of sessions with Gernot and 
Lionel schrägging about on their own, they started 
inviting other players to join in. All was done with 
casual attire, sitting around the piano, like cattle in 
the shade, mainly ignoring any audience that would 
gather, just playing though stuff they felt like playing 
through at the time. Over the weeks the group slowly 
gathered, kinda like dust under the bed. By the end of 
the first six months of sessions they had accumulated 
the players that are on “Definitely Schrägged”, like 
minded, schrägged folks who enjoyed the distraction 
of ambling through the songs. 
In December 2006 they spent one day in the studio 
and recorded the main part of the band. Markus, the 
tuba player, couldn’t be there as he was sick (hard to 
play a tuba with a head cold) so it was the remaining 
five left to stink it out that day. In the following weeks 
they added the tuba and some extra guest players 
who were not part of the core session group but who 
had joined in at the sessions when they could and 
who definitely churned the engine of the music.

Tracklist:
1. Dancing WIth The Moon 
2. Swept Away 
3. Outa Sight Outa Sound 
4. From Above 
5. Her Peace Again 
6. Some Other Wanna Be 
7. Toxic Dwarf 
8. Sorry 
9. Friends 
10. Hey There My Friend 
11. The Greatest Thrill Of   
     Them All 
12. There Ain’t Nothing   
  Wrong With You

LIONEL LODGE lead vocals. rhythm guitar
MARKUS WEISSENBACH tuba 
GERNOT FELDNER piano, backing vocals, 
harmonica 
FRANZ HASELSTEINER accordion
PETER BEINHOFER accordion
DAVE KOLLER percussion x 
STEPHAN STEINER violi, nickle harpa PE-
DRO DUARTE flute 
SOUL SISTAS: MEENA CRYLE, MARY LA-
MARO, ANJA WISE backing vocals


